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NOTE
Oklahoma and Texas v. New Mexico:
A Hastily Negotiated River Compact Leads
to Problems in Equitable Apportionment
of the Canadian River
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The waters of the CanadianRiver arise in southern Colorado,
flow through New Mexico and Texas before going into Oklahoma,
then empty into the Arkansas River, a tributary of the Missouri
River. The CanadianRiver Compact governs the distributionof the
CanadianRiver.1 The Compact is an agreement between Oklahoma,
New Mexico and Texas to apportion,as equitably as possible, the
waters of the CanadianRiver. However, as the litigation involved in
Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico2 shows, there is large disagreement between the States as to what equitable apportionment of the
water under the CanadianRiver Compact really means.
In 1949, the Sanford River Project was initiated to reclaim large
portions of the Canadian River to serve the municipal and industrial
needs of 11 Texas cities. Because the congressional legislation authorizing
the start of the Sanford Project was based on congressional approval of the
Compact, the States needed to complete the Compact quickly. Less than
two years elapsed from the time the States afpointed the Compact Commissioners until the Compact was ratified. Less than one year elapsed
4
from the first negotiating conference until the States ratified the Compact.
Representatives from each of the three States and the federal government wrote the Compact, and each representative was assisted by a
group of engineers known as the Engineer Advisory Committee. 5 The
1. N.M. Stat.Ann. §72-15-2 (Michie 1978). The Canadian River Compact is reproduced in
its entirety in the Appendix to this casenote.
2. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 501 U.S., 111 S.Ct. 2281 (1991).
3. 111 S.Ct. at 2288 n.4.
4. Id.
5. Id. For several months after the first meeting of the Compact Commission, the Advisory
Committee conducted studies, collected data on the river and made proposals to the Compact Commission. Id.
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Bureau of Reclamation also assisted the Compact Commission. 6 New
Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma ratified the Compact in 1951 and the Congress of the United States approved it in 1952.' Article IV(a) of the Compact gives to New Mexico "free and unrestricted use of all waters
originating in the river's drainage basin above the Conchas Dam." 8 Conchas Dam predates the Compact and provides water to the Tucumcari
Project, which is a federal reclamation project. Article IV(b) of the Compact gives New Mexico "free and unrestricted use of the waters originating below the dam in the river's drainage basin, limiting the conservation
9
storage to 200,000 acre-feet."
In 1963, New Mexico built the Ute Dam and Reservoir downstream of the Conchas Dam. In 1984 Ute was enlarged, giving it a storage
capacity of 272,800 acre-feet. Accumulation of silt reduced the dam's
capacity to about 237,900 acre-feet. Oklahoma and Texas filed an action
against New Mexico after the enlargement of the Ute Dam and Reservoir,
claiming Article IV(b) of the Compact limited the reservoir capacity available for conservation, and that capacity for the desilting pool portion of
Ute Reservoir was subject to the limitation because it was not allocated for
sediment control only. 0 In 1984, New Mexico had unilaterally designated
this additional water a 'desilting pool' which, according to New Mexico, is
11
part of the overall 'sediment control pool' at Ute Reservoir.
In 1987, while the case was pending, the Canadian River flooded
above Conchas Dam, spilling over the dam. Ute Reservoir received a sufficient amount of spill waters to exceed the 200,000 acre-feet limit specified
in the Compact. Texas and Oklahoma filed a supplementary complaint
after New Mexico refused to count the spill waters for purposes of Article
IV(b) limitations. The two States claimed if the limitations applied to the
actual stored water, then water spilling over Conchas Dam constituted
water originating below Conchas under the Article IV(b). The States also
claimed water that seeped back to the Dam from the Tucumcari Project, a
federal project to supply water to the city of Tucumcari for home and irri6. Id. at 2291 n.7. The Bureau also played a significant role in providing data to the Compact Commission. Id.
7. Act of May 17,1952, ch. 306,66 Stat. 74 (1952) (uncodified) (granting the consent of Congress to the Canadian River Compact).
8. See Appendix, Article IV(a).
9. See Appendix, Article 11(d).
10. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 111 S.Ct. at 2292. "The lowest outlet works at Ute
Reservoir are at an elevation of 3725 feet. Below that elevation, no water in the reservoir can
be released by natural gravity flow. This portion of a reservoir is customarily referred to as
'dead storage' because its principal purpose is to serve as a depository for water-borne sediment entering the reservoir. The capacity of the dead storage pool at Ute Reservoir is approximately 20,700 acre-feet, almost half of which is actually occupied by sediment. Since 1962,
New Mexico... has ...maintained the water in Ute Reservoir at a minimum elevation of
3741.6 feet for recreational purposes." Id. n.10.
11. Id. n.10. Oklahoma and Texas oppose the "desilting pool" designation and contend the
water in the "desilting pool" must be counted toward the 200,000 acre-feet limitation in Article IV(b). Id,
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gation use, also constituted water originating below the Conchas Dam
under Article IV(b). New Mexico disagreed "and argued that water which
first enters the river above Conchas Dam is not subject to the Article IV(b)
limitation even if it is stored in
Ute Reservoir, or anywhere else in New
12
Mexico below Conchas Dam."
The United States Supreme Court appointed Special Master Jerome C. Muys to hear these claims. 13 After gathering evidence and hearing
testimony, the Special Master made several recommendations to the
Court, each of which Oklahoma, Texas, or New Mexico filed exceptions
to.14 First, the Special Master recommended that Article IV(b) of the Compact imposes a limitation on stored water, not physical reservoir capacity.15 Oklahoma's exception on this finding was overruled because in part
VI of his report, the Special Master found that the16Compact showed a clear
intention to base the limitations on stored water.
Second, the Special Master recommended that the issue of
whether the water in Ute's desilting pool should be subject to the 200,000
acre-feet limitation should be referred to the Canadian River Compact
Commission for resolution.17 Texas and Oklahoma argued that the Special
Master should decide the issue of the desilting pool, since there was a dispute and there was no claim that the issue had not been properly presented. 18 The Court sustained Texas and Oklahoma's objections to the
Special Master's referral of the issue of the desilting pool in part VIII of the
report. The Court held that the States should
have had the opportunity to
19
argue that issue before the Special Master.
Third, the Special Master recommended that even water that originated above Conchas Dam is subject to the 200,000 acre-feet limitations if
it reaches the river's mainstream because of spilling over or seeping from
the Tucumcari Project. 20 The Court held that New Mexico's exception to
part VII of the report was overruled because the Special Master correctly
concluded, based upon substantial evidence, that the intent of the drafters
was to give New Mexico unlimited use of waters originating above the
Conchas Dam if the waters were stored, used, or diverted for use at or
above Conchas Dam. 21 Finally, the Special Master held that if the United
States Supreme Court approved the Special Master's recommendations,
New Mexico would have been in violation of Article IV(b) since 1987, and
12. Id. at 2285.
13. See Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 484 U.S. 1023 (1988); Oklahoma & Texas v. New
Mexico, 488 U.S. 989 (1988).
14. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 111 S.Ct. 946 (1990).
15. 111 S.Ct. at 2286.
16. Id. at 2287.
17. Id. at 2286.
18. Id. at 2293.
19. Id.
20. 111 S.Ct. at 2286.
21. Id. at 2287-2288.
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the case should be remanded to the Special Master for determinations of
injury and appropriate relief. 2
In upholding the Special Master's conclusion that New Mexico
was limited to a total of 200,000 acre-feet of water, including spill waters
from floods and water returning from the Tucumcari Project site, the
United States Supreme Court correctly interpreted Article IV of the the
Canadian River Compact. But ruling as it did, the Court said in essence
that New Mexico may use an unlimited amount of water that is located
above the Conchas Dam, but however it gets below the Dam, once there,
New Mexico may only have use of the water up to 200,000 acre feet. Had
the court ruled otherwise, New Mexico would have received an unfair
advantage over Texas and Oklahoma in the allocation of the Canadian
River water.
BACKGROUND OF THE CASE
The Canadian River Compact is a contract between Oklahoma,
Texas, and New Mexico to equitably apportion the water in the Canadian
River to fit the water needs of each state. 23 Congressional approval of the
Compact elevated it to the level of a statute and a law of the United
States. 24 Generally accepted rules of contract interpretation dictate that
when the terms of a Compact are unambiguous, the Court must order
relief consistent with its express terms, unless the Compact itself is somehow unconstitutional. 2 5 When the terms are unambiguous, the Court
should not look outside the record in interpreting a Compact. 26 But when
the terms of a Compact are ambiguous, the court will look to extrinsic
27
material and legislative history to interpret the ambiguous provision.
Article IV of the Canadian River Compact contains two pertinent
parts. Article IV(a) states: "New Mexico shall have free and unrestricted
use of all waters originating in the drainage basin of Canadian River
above Conchas Dam." 28 Article IV(b) states: "New Mexico shall have free
and unrestricted use of all waters originating in the drainage basin of
Canadian River in New Mexico below Conchas Dam, provided that the
amount of conservation storage in New Mexico available for impounding
these waters which originate in the drainage basin of Canadian River
22. Id. at 2286.
23. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 111 S.Ct. at 2289 n.5. ("[A] congressionally
approved compact is both a contract and statute.") (quoting Texas v. New Mexico, 482 U.S.
124,128 (1987)).
24. 111 S.Ct. at 2294.
25. Texas v. New Mexico, 462 U.S. 554,564 (1983).
26. See e.g., Mercury Investment Co. v. FW. Woolworth Co., 706 P.2d 523,529 (Okla. 1985);
Hobbs Trailers v. J.T Amett Grain Co., 560 S.W.2d 85,87 (Tex. 1977); Trujillo v. CS Cattle Co.,
790 P.2d 502,506-507 (N.M. 1990).
27. See e.g., Green v. Bock Laundry Machine Co., 490 U.S. 504,511 (1989); Pierce v.Underwood, 487 U.S. 552, 564-565 (1988); Blum v Stenson, 465 U.S. 886 (1984).
28. See Appendix, Article IV(a).
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below Conchas Dam shall be29limited to an aggregate of two hundred
thousand (200,000) acre-feet."
The term 'originates', as it is used in the Articles IV(a) and IV(b) of
the Compact is ambiguous, since if the Compact provisions are read in
their literal sense, all water that is above the Conchas Dam belongs solely
to New Mexico because it came from above the Conchas Dam. Also, if the
Compact is literally read, so long as the water is from above the Conchas
Dam, New Mexico will control it even if it gets past the Conchas Dam and
flows down river.
If New Mexico's interpretation of Article IV(b) is used and Texas'
interpretation of Article V is used, which gives to Texas "all waters found
in Texas", subject to storage limitations, then valid interpretations of the
Compact could lead to legitimate claims by the two States for the same
water. Similarly, if New Mexico's interpretation of Article IV(b) is used
and Oklahoma's interpretation of Article VI is used, which gives to Oklahoma "all waters found in Oklahoma to Oklahoma", two legitimate
claims for the same water could be made. In light of this dilemma, both
interpretations by New Mexico seem implausible, thereby leading to the
conclusion that the language in the Compact is ambiguous and the Court
must look to extrinsic evidence to interpret it.
ANALYSIS
New Mexico argues that the Compact does not impose any
restrictions on its impoundment of spill or released waters from Conchas
Dam, or water returning from and seeping out of the downstream Tucumcar Project, because these waters originate above Conchas Dam.30 As previously stated, Article IV(a) of the Compact gives New Mexico free and
unrestricted use of all waters originating above Conchas Dam. 1 New
Mexico argues that a literal interpretation of the term 'originating' in Article IV(a) gives it unrestricted use of these waters because the word 'originating' as used in Article IV has a plain, unambiguous meaning and the
waters 'originating' below Conchas Dam referred to32in Article IV(b) does
not include any water 'originating' above Conchas.
MAJORITY OPINION
The Court seems to accept Texas' and Oklahoma's contention that
the word 'originating' as used in the Compact means 'entering'. 33 This is a
more sound interpretation than New Mexico's, which contends the word29. See Appendix, Article IV(b).
30. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, 111 S.Ct. at 2287.

31. See Appendix, Article IV(a).
32. 111 S.Ct. at 2288.
33. Id. at 2287-2288.
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ing of the Compact is plain and unambiguous. New Mexico claims that
water 'originating' below Conchas Dam doesn't include water 'originating' above Conchas Dam and it gets all water that 'originates' above Conchas Dam. If the Court had adopted New Mexico's definition of
,originating', then the Court would have had to conclude that all of the
water of the Canadian River, parts of which come from southern Colorado
in the Vermejo River, would be subject to unlimited use by New Mexico
and subject to no claim whatsoever by Colorado, simply because the
water originated above the Conchas Dam.34 Since Colorado is not even
Mexico's reading of the term
part of the Canadian River Compact, New
'originating' seems highly implausible. 35
New Mexico looks to earlier drafts of the Compact and to legislative history in its attempt to show that New Mexico's interpretation of
originating should only include those waters that come from the Conchas
Dam drainage basin, and not water coming from Colorado. 36 But this
view is inconsistent with New Mexico's interpretation, because New Mexico nevertheless claims the right to use and store all of the water in the
Canadian River that is found in New Mexico above Conchas Dam, even
though some of it has its source in Colorado. 3 7 Therefore, this interpretation of what New Mexico can do with water coming from Colorado leads
to a result that is unsupported by New Mexico's present interpretation of
'originating'. Finally, if New Mexico's literal reading of the language of
Article IV(a) were used, then New Mexico would keep its right to water
from the Canadian River, even if it escaped the confines of Conchas Dam
and flowed down river into Texas, so long as it originated in the drainage
basin above Conchas Dam.3 8 However, what New Mexico claims to be the
39
plain and unambiguous wording of the Compact "does not go so far",
and New Mexico doesn't have power over water which flows into Texas,
River Compact, which gives to Texas rights to
because of Article V of the
40
all water found in Texas.
Even though New Mexico recognizes the limitations Article V
places on its claim to the Canadian River water, New Mexico's reading of
Article IV(a) is still based upon the source of the water; if the water's original source is above the Conchas Dam, then the water is found above the
Conchas Dam and Article IV(a) of the Compact gives it to New Mexico
without restriction. Given New Mexico's reading of Article IV(a), it is correct for the Court to construe Article IV(b) the same way. Water that is
34. Id. at 2288.

35. Although neither the Special Master nor any of the States give any indication on how
much or to what extent Colorado claims waters of the Canadian, Colorado might demand an
equitable share, something New Mexico's interpretation would not allow.
36. S.Rep. No. 1192, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1952).
37. 111 S.Ct. at 2288.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. Id.
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found in the river below Conchas Dam, whether it be from spills, seepage
or return flow from the Tucumcari Project, according to New Mexico's
interpretation, would have its original source below the Conchas Dam
and be found there, and 4would
be subject to the 200,000 acre-feet limit
1
imposed by Article 1V(b).
The history of the negotiations between New Mexico, Texas, and
Oklahoma shows that the three States believed that storage limitations
were not necessary for water above the Conchas Dam because the Canadian River had been fully developed above the Conchas Dam by the time
of the Compact. 42 In fact, the negotiators "recognized that full development had already been made of all waters of Canadian River originating
above Conchas Dam and that accordingly there would be no purpose in
placing a limitation upon any increase in the amount of storage of such
waters." 43 Similarly, the negotiators believed that any future water development in the Canadian River in New Mexico would occur below Conchas Dam, and that "200,000 acre-feet would be enough for New Mexico's
future needs." 44 The history of the negotiations shows if the three states
felt at the time of the negotiations New Mexico needed more water, then
the three would have agreed to more. 45 Because the negotiators of the
Compact believed New Mexico's needs would be met by the 200,000 acrefeet limit 4 6, it is difficult to see why Texas and Oklahoma would allow
New Mexico to impound more water simply because the waters came
from sources above Conchas Dam.4 7 In fact, the Bureau of Reclamation,
which studied the down river Sanford Project, and the engineers who
advised the negotiators in the Compact, both used outflows and spills
48
from Conchas Dam in their estimates of water supply available to Texas.
It is questionable whether anyone involved in the Canadian River
Compact negotiations believed spills and flow backs from Tucumcari
originated above Conchas Dam and tlat New Mexico had the sole rights
to them.4 9 It seems the only way to harmonize this result with the appar41. Id. at 2290.
42. 111 S.Ct. at 2289-2290.
43. Id. at 2290 (quoting the Joint Statement of Agreed Material Facts at D.34).

44. Id. at 2290.
45. Id. In the first draft of the Compact, the use limit for New Mexico below Conchas Dam
had been set at 50,000 acre-feet; by the final draft, it had risen to 200,000 acre-feet without
objection by Texas or Oklahoma. Id. at 2288 n.4.
46. Id. at 2290. John Bliss, Compact Commissioner from New Mexico, in a letter to the
Governor of New Mexico stated that "[Sitorage capacity for all projects which may be feasible below Conchas will probably not equal the 200,000 acre foot storage limit." Id.
47. 111 S.Ct. at 2290.
48. Id. at 2290-2291.
49. Id. at 2291 n. 7. The Court cites to a 1954 Bureau of Reclamation report to the Compact
Commission discussing the Sanford Project, which stated that "except for the contribution
received from such spills [referring to Conchas Dam spills], the water supply for the Canadian River Project therefore must be obtained from runoff originating in the portion of the
Canadian River Basin between Conchas Dam and Sanford Dam site...". This made it clear to
the Court that "the Bureau reads Article IV(b) as limiting New Mexico's storage of any water
below Conchas Dam, including water which spills over Conchas Dam." Id.
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ent intent of the negotiators is to say returns from Tucumcari and water
spilling over Conchas Dam is water which originates below the Conchas
Dam drainage basin and should be included within the 200,000 acre-feet
limit.
Perhaps more importantly, had the Court accepted New Mexico's
reading of Article IV of the Compact, its decision would have a severe
impact on the downstream Sanford Project. If New Mexico's interpretation were adopted, the amount of water New Mexico could potentially
control would decrease the amount of water that the Sanford Project
would get. Congress understood the Sanford Project would rely in part on
water arriving in Texas in the mainstream of the Canadian.50 But if New
Mexico's interpretation of Article IV were allowed, then New Mexico
could prevent any water from reaching Texas, so long as the water had
originated above the Conchas Dam. New Mexico can do this by enlarging
Ute Reservoir or by building other dams to impound most, if not all, of the
principal inflow below the Conchas Dam.51 The effect would be detrimental and contrary to Congress's intent in conditioning funding of the Sanford Project on the execution of the Compact and its subsequent approval
of the Compact. 52 The Court therefore correctly interpreted the Article's
language to go counter to the wishes of New Mexico.
Finally, reading Article IV to grant water to New Mexico based
upon where it is found would be more consistent with the entire Canadian
River Compact. Both Texas' and Oklahoma's basic rights to the water in
the Canadian River is based upon where its located. Article V gives to
Texas "free and unrestricted use of all waters of Canadian River in
Texas." 53 Oklahoma, under Article VI, gets "free and unrestricted use of
all waters of Canadian River in Oklahoma., 54 So by reading New MexiCanaco's water rights based upon the ultimate location of the water,
55 the
dian River Compact could be more consistently interpreted.
The Court's interpretation of Article IV is the more reasonable
one. The 200,000 acre-feet limit on waters below Conchas Dam is adequate
for the needs of New Mexico. 5 6 In fact, it appears as though it is a very
generous figure. In the time since the signing of the Compact, no developments have occurred in the area below Conchas Dam which require sub50. Id. at 2291.

51. Id.
52. Id. at 2285.
53. See Appendix, Article V.
54. See Appendix, Article VI.
55. Article IV granting water to New Mexico contains language different from the language used in Article V and VI granting water to Texas and Oklahoma, respectively. Admittedly then, an argument could be made that Article IV should be interpreted differently than
Articles V and VI.
56. 111 S.Ct. at 2291-2292. After reading the legislative history, history of negotiations,
and Special Master's findings of present use of Canadian River water in New Mexico, the
Court found that 200,000 acre-feet was enough.
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stantial amounts of water. 57 Also, only slightly over 1,000 acre-feet of
water from Ute Reservoir has been sold for consumptive use since 1963.58
Therefore the Court's construction that spills and seepages from the Conchas Dam must be included in the 200,000 acre-feet limitations spelled out
in Article IV(b) of the Compact places no undue burdens on New Mexico,
is a reasonable interpretation based upon the evidence at hand, and is the
better interpretation.

DISSENTING OPINION
In its dissent, the minority adopted New Mexico's interpretation
of 'originating'. The dissenting justices took the position that the language
of the Comjpact was clear, unambiguous, and therefore should be strictly
construed.5 The dissent further held that it was wrong for the court to
look to extrinsic evidence and legislative history.60 The minority felt that
'originate' means 'arise' or 'come into being'. 6 1 As such, the dissent found
the majority position that seepage and overflows from the Conchas Dam
not being included
was wrong, since those waters indeed arose above the
62
Cochas Dam.
The minority justices used strong language in saying that the
majority has no power to impose its interpretation on the States. The dissent says that "[wihen parties to a contract have expressed their intent on
a matter in unambiguous terms, we should not substitute our will for their
purpose." 63 Chief Justice Rehnquist, in dissent, stated that "[in those
jurisdictions, where the language of an agreement clearly expresses the
intent of the parties, courts may not rely on extrinsic evidence to vary its
terms." 64 Finally, the dissenting justices stated that "[w]here Congress
has...exercised its constitutional power over waters, courts have no power
to substitute their own notions of an 'equitable apportionment' for the
apportionment chosen by Congress." 65 In its rush to state that the majority
was wrong for using outside evidence, the dissent failed to recognize that
its holding would only apply if the Compact were indeed unambiguous.
57. Id.
58. Id. at 2292 (citing Report of the Special Master at 68).
59. Id. at 2295. "Accordingly, where the terms of the compact are unambiguous, this Court
must give effect to the express mandate of the signatory States." (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting)
(O'Connor, J., Scaha, J., and Kennedy, J. joining in dissent).
60. Id.
61. 111 S.Ct. at 2294. "The ordinary understanding of what it means for waters to "origi-

nate" in a basin is that they 'arise' or 'com[e] into existence' at that location." Id. (citing
Oxford English Dictionary 935-936 (2d ed. 1989)).
62. Id. at 2294.
63. Id. at 2295-2296 (citing Texas v. New Mexico, 462 U.S. 554,564 (1983)).
64. Id. at 2296 (citing Mercury Investment Co. v. F.W. Woolworth Co., 706 P.2d 523, 529
(Okla. 1985); Hobbs Trailers v. J.T. Arnett Grain Co., 560 S.W.2d 85, 87 (Tex. 1977); Trujillo v.
CS Cattle Co., 109 N.M. 705, 709-710 (1990)).
65. Id. at 2296 (quoting Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,565-566 (1963)).
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But the language of the Compact is ambiguous. New Mexico
claims the right to use and store all water in the Canadian River found in
New Mexico above Conchas Dam, even though some of the water comes
down from Colorado. Also, if New Mexico's interpretation of Article IV(b)
is read in light of Texas and Oklahoma's Articles of the Compact governing use of water within their borders, valid claims could be made by all
States of the Compact to the same water. This leads to the ambiguity in the
Compact. This then must lead the majority to use extrinsic evidence to
decide the case. Indeed, the Court stated "[wle agree with the Master that
it is appropriate to look to extrinsic evidence 66of the negotiation history of
the Compact in order to interpret Article IV."
Another claim by New Mexico supports the finding of ambiguity.
New Mexico goes against its argument that the Compact is unambiguous
and means what it says by asserting Article IV does not go so far as allowing New Mexico control of the water flowing into Texas because of Article
V of the Compact which gives to Texas all waters found in Texas. 67 The
dissent further tries to minimize the effects of this literal reading by saying
that Texas is protected from being cheated out of its fair share of the Canadian River water by Article V which gives "Texas 'free and unrestricted
use of all waters of [the] Canadian River in Texas,' subject to storage limitations." 68 But if the dissent's reading is correct, New Mexico still may
recapture water it lost or diverted from the Conchas Dam, so long as it
does so before the water reaches Texas. This interpretation does not protect the downstream states of Oklahoma and Texas, it only limits the point
at which New Mexico may reclaim the water.
Other evidence of ambiguity exists. After the Compact had been
signed, in a discussion between the New Mexico Commissioner, the representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers, three
different positions were taken on the interpretation of the Compact's allotment of Canadian River water to Texas.6 If groups that had worked so
closely together could not agree on the interpretation of the Compact provisions, then the States themselves, several years removed from the Compact negotiation were even less likely to reach agreement.
Regardless of whether or not the Compact's terms are ambiguous,
the dissenting justices claim that the majority interpretation still makes littie practical sense. Oklahoma and Texas concede "New Mexico could, if it
desired, enlarge the reservoir behind Conchas Dam to capture all of the
66. 111 S.Ct. at 2289 n.5.
67. Id. at 2288.
68. Id. at 2295 (quoting Article V). "The Compact gives New Mexico no rights to recapture
errant water that reaches Texas because that water is then 'in' Texas, and therefore subject to
Texas' rights under the Compact." Id.
69. Id. at 2288 n.4. After the Compact had been signed, the Chairman of the Compact Commission requested a memorandum providing a detailed explanation of the various articles of
the Compact. He used this example of disagreement in interpretation between different
groups to show that clarification was needed. Id.
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Canadian River's waters and dry up the river beds of the downstream
States.70 Therefore, according to the dissent, the majority opinion doesn't
stop New Mexico from capturing flood water, but only forces it to use inefficient, expensive methods of enlarging and diverting above Conchas
Dam to do so. 71 The majority by ruling as it has, makes a statement to
New Mexico that it may have as much additional water as it wants from
River, so long as it is captured 'at or above' the Conchas
the Canadian
72
Dam.
In concluding that 'originates' in the Compact means 'coming
into being', the minority adopts, in essence, the narrow view of New Mexico. 73 New Mexico claims that since the water originated above the Conchas Dam it has unrestricted use of the water above the Dam. No matter
where the water ends up, New Mexico will still have control over it. The
majority correctly found this interpretation to be inequitable for Texas and
Oklahoma. The dissent's interpretation of the term 'originates' allows
New Mexico to recapture all water, so long as it came from above the Conchas Dam.
CONCLUSION
In interpreting that spill waters from floods and waters that
return from the lower Tucumcari Project site must by definition originate
below Conchas Dam, the Supreme Court safeguarded the interests that
Oklahoma and Texas have in the waters of the Canadian River without
unfairly restricting the rights of New Mexico. The better conclusion that
could be inferred from the Compact's drafters' ambiguous language in
Article IV(a) was to give New Mexico free and unrestricted use of waters
originating in the river's drainage basin above Conchas Dam only if the
waters are used at or above Conchas Dam.
Substantial evidence shows that at the time of the drafting of the
Compact, the parties understood the waters in the basin above Conchas
Dam were fully developed, and that future water development would
necessarily occur below the Conchas Dam. The ambiguous use of 'originating' in the Compact can be harmonized with the drafter's apparent
intent only if waters spilling over or released from Conchas Dam, or
70. Id. at 2297. Although New Mexico has claimed the right to do so under its interpretation of Article IV(b), "New Mexico apparently has never attempted to enlarge Conchas Reservoir because doing so is economically infeasible, and there is nothing in the evidence to
suggest that the drafters contemplated that New Mexico would seek [to do so] in the future."
Id. at 2291.

71. 111 S.Ct. at 2297.
72. See id. at 2293 n. 12; Appendix, Article IV(a).
73. The minority doesn't discuss how New Mexico would distinguish water that had
'originated' above the Conchas and had flowed past and water that had 'originated' in the
lower basin if New Mexico's interpretation of 'originated' were adopted by the Court.
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waters returned from the Tucumcari Project are considered waters originating below Conchas Dam.
This litigation appears as a prime example of what can happen
when negotiations for equitable apportionment of a river are hastily completed. In light of the present difficulties in interpreting the Canadian
River Compact, the Compact appears to have been negotiated too quickly.
Even the Special Master said "the speed in which the negotiations took
place and the issues raised in this litigation vividly demonstrated that as
74
Benjamin Franklin observed, 'haste makes waste'."
Because of requiring congressional approval of the Compact
before the Sanford Project would be funded, the Compact Commissioners
allowed wording which was confusing to be used to describe the States
rights and responsibilities to the Canadian River. The problems associated
with the Canadian River Compact have not been completely resolved by
this litigation. Ambiguity still exists even after this case was decided. The
Court even stated "[a]lthough the question is not free from doubt, we
agree with the Master," in concurring with the Special Master that available evidence
was not consistent with New Mexico's interpretation of
'originate'. 75 But even with the difficulties in interpretation and other
problems associated with the Canadian River Compact, the Court has
apportioned the water of the Canadian River as equitably as possible by
agreeing with Oklahoma and Texas' interpretation of the definition of
'originating.'
Perhaps as a result of the problems in interpretation of the Compact that this case shows, the States should take the time to renegotiate the
Canadian River Compact. A compromise could be made between the
States. The Compact could be rewritten to reflect the issues presented in
this case. For example, the wording of Article IV could be changed to
reflect the majority's interpretation of 'originating'. Then, to correct the
inequities that New Mexico perceives in the Compact, the use limit for the
water below the Conchas Dam could be raised above 200,000 acre feet. Or,
the Compact could be rewritten to reflect New Mexico's interpretation of
'originate'. And to make it equitable to Texas and Oklahoma, the Compact
Commission could reword the Compact to further limit the purposes for
which New Mexico may use the 200,000 acre feet of water it is allowed
below the Conchas Dam or limit the physical location, past which regardless of where the water came into being, New Mexico may not claim it.
One thing appears likely; if nothing is done to change the Canadian River
Compact, the problems inherent in it will not go away, and an unpleasant
74. Oklahoma & Texas v. New Mexico, III S.Ct. at 2289. The Chairman commented that
the speed with which "the compact reached the signing stage ... certainly constituted a
record." Id. at 2288 n,4.
75. Id. at 2289.
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situation over the Canadian River between the States of Oklahoma, Texas,
and New Mexico will continue.
JOSEPH H. ROBERTSON
APPENDIX
Canadian River Compact
The state of New Mexico, the state of Texas, and the state of Oklahoma, acting through their commissioners, John H. Bliss, for the state of
New Mexico, E.V. Spence for the state of Texas, and Clarence Burch for the
state of Oklahoma, after negotiations participated in by Berkeley Johnson,
appointed by the president as the representative of the United States of
America, have agreed respecting the Canadian River as follows:
Article I
The major purposes of this Compact [this section] are to promote
interstate comity; to remove causes of present and future controversy; to
make secure and protect present developments within the states; and to
provide for the construction of additional works for the conservation of
the waters of Canadian River.
Article II
As used in this Compact:
(a) the term, "Canadian River" means the tributary of Arkansas
River which rises in northeastern New Mexico and flows in an
easterly direction through New Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma
and includes North Canadian River and all other tributaries of
said Canadian River;
(b) the term "North Canadian River" means that major tributary
of Canadian River officially known as North Canadian River
from its source to its junction with Canadian River and
includes all tributaries of North Canadian River;
(c) the term "Commission" means the agency created by this
Compact for the administration thereof;
(d) the term "conservation storage" means that portion of the
capacity of reservoirs available for the storage of water for
subsequent release for domestic, municipal, irrigation and
industrial uses, or any of them, and it excludes any portion of
the capacity of reservoirs allocated solely to flood control,
power production and sediment control, or any of them.
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Article III
All rights to any of the waters of Canadian River which have been
perfected by beneficial use are hereby recognized and affirmed.
Article IV
(a) New Mexico shall have free and unrestricted use of all waters
originating in the drainage basin of Canadian River above
Conchas Dam.
(b) New Mexico shall have free and unrestricted use of all waters
originating in the drainage basin of Canadian River in New
Mexico below Conchas Dam, provided that the amount of
conservation storage in New Mexico available for impounding these waters which originate in the drainage basin of
Canadian River below Conchas Dam shall be limited to an
aggregate of two hundred thousand (200,000) acre-feet.
(c) The right of New Mexico to provide conservation storage in
the drainage of North Canadian River shall be limited to the
storage of such water as at the time may be unappropriated
under the laws of New Mexico and of Oklahoma.
Article V
Texas shall have free and unrestricted use of all waters of Canadian River in Texas, subject to the limitations upon storage of water set
forth below:
(a) the right of Texas to impound any of the waters of North
Canadian River shall be limited to storage on tributaries of
said river in Texas for municipal uses, for household and
domestic uses, livestock watering, and the irrigation of lands
which are cultivated solely for the purpose of providing food
and feed for the householders and domestic livestock actually
living or kept on the property;
(b) until more than 300,000 acre-feet of conservation storage shall
be provided in Oklahoma, exclusive of reservoirs in the drainage basin of North Canadian River and exclusive of reservoirs
in the drainage basin of Canadian River east of the 97th meridian, the right of Texas to retain water in conservation storage,
exclusive of waters of North Canadian River, shall be limited
to 500,000 acre-feet; thereafter the right of Texas to impound
and retain such waters in storage shall be limited to an aggregate quantity equal to 200,000 acre-feet plus whatever amount
of water shall be at the same time in conservation storage in
reservoirs in the drainage basin of Canadian River in Oklahoma, exclusive of reservoirs in the drainage basin of North
Canadian River and exclusive of reservoirs east of the 97th
meridian; and for the purpose of determining the amount of
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water in conservation storage, the maximum quantity of
water in storage following each flood or series of floods shall
be used; provided, that the right of Texas to retain an use any
quantity of water previously impounded shall not be reduced
by any subsequent application of provisions of this Paragraph
(b);
(c) should Texas for any reason impound any amount of water
greater than the aggregate quantity specified in Paragraph (b)
of this Article, such excess shall be retained in storage until
under the provisions of said paragraph Texas shall become
entitled to its use; provided, that, in event of spill from conservation storage, any such excess shall be reduced by the
amount of such spill from the most easterly reservoir on Canadian River in Texas; provided further, that all such excess
quantities in storage shall be reduced monthly to compensate
for reservoir losses in proportion to the total amount of water
in the reservoir or reservoirs in which such excess water is
being held; and provided further that on demand by the Commissioner for Oklahoma the remainder of any such excess
quantity of water in storage shall be released into the channel
of Canadian River at the greatest rate practicable.
Article VI
Oklahoma shall have free and unrestricted use of all waters of
Canadian River in Oklahoma.
Article VII
The Commission may permit New Mexico to impound more
water than the amount set forth in Article IV and may permit Texas to
impound more water than the amount set forth in Article V; provided, that
no state shall thereby be deprived of water needed for beneficial use; provided further that each such permission shall be for a limited period not
exceeding twelve months; and provided further that no state or user of
water within any state shall thereby acquire any right to the continued use
of any such quantity of water so permitted to be impounded.
Article VIII
Each state shall furnish to the Commission at intervals designated
by the Commission accurate records of the quantities of water stored in
reservoirs pertinent to the administration of this Compact [this section].
Article IX
(a) There is hereby created an interstate administrative agency to
be known as the "Canadian River Commission." The Coin-
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mission shall be composed of three commissioners, one from
each of the signatory states, designated or appointed in accordance with the laws of each such state, and if designated by
the president an additional commissioner representing the
United States. The president is hereby requested to designate
such a Commissioner. If so designated, the Commissioner representing the United States shall be the presiding officer of the
Commission, but shall not have the right to vote in any of the
deliberations of the Commission. All members of the Commission must be present to constitute a quorum. A unanimous
vote of the commissioners for the three signatory states shall
be necessary to all actions taken by the Commission.
(b) The salaries and personal expenses of each Commissioner
shall be paid by the government which he represents. All
other expenses which are incurred by the Commission incident to the administration of this Compact and which are not
paid by the United States shall be borne equally by the three
states and be paid by the Commission out of a revolving fund
hereby created to be known as the "Canadian River revolving
fund." Such fund shall be initiated and maintained by equal
payments of each state into the fund in such amounts as will
be necessary for administration of this Compact. Disbursements shall be made from said fund in such a manner as may
be authorized by the Commission. Said fund shall not be subject to the audit and accounting procedures of the states. However, all receipts and disbursements of funds handled by the
Commission shall be audited by a qualified independent public accountant at regular intervals and the report of the audit
shall be included in and become a part of the annual report of
the Commission.
(c) The Commission may:
(1) employ such engineering, legal, clerical, and other personnel as in its judgment may be necessary for the performance
of its functions under this Compact;
(2) enter into contracts with appropriate federal agencies for
the collection, correlation and presentation of factual data,
for the maintenance of records, and for the preparation of
reports;
(3) perform all functions required of it by this Compact and do
all things necessary, proper or convenient in the performance of its duties hereunder, independently or in cooperation with appropriate governmental agencies.
(d) The Commission shall:
(1) cause to be established, maintained and operated such stream
and other gaging stations and evaporation stations as may
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from time to time be necessary for proper administration of
the Compact, independently or in cooperation with appropriate governmental agencies;
(2) make and transmit to the governors of the signatory states on
or before the last day of March of each year, an report covering
the activities of the Commission for the preceding year;
(3) make available to the governor of any signatory state, on his
request, any information within its possession at any time,
and shall always provide access to its records by the governors
of the states, or their representatives, or by authorized representatives of the United States.
Article X
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as:
(a) affecting the obligations of the United States to the Indian
tribes;
(b) subjecting any property of the United States, its agencies or
instrumentalities, to taxation by any state or subdivision
thereof,
(c) subjecting any property of the United States, its agencies or
instrumentalities, to the laws of any state to an extent other
than the extent to which such laws would apply without
regard to this Compact;
(d) applying to, or interfering with, the right or power of any signatory state to regulate within its boundaries the appropriation, use and control of water, not inconsistent with its
obligations under this Compact;
(e) establishing any general principle or precedent applicable to
other interstate streams.
Article XI
This Compact shall become binding and obligatory when it shall
have been ratified by the legislature of each state and approved by the
Congress of the United States. Notice of ratification by the legislature of
each state shall be given by the governor of that state to the governors of
the other states and to the President of the Unites States. The president is
hereby requested to give notice to the governor of each state of approval
by the Congress of the United States.
In witness whereof, the commissioners have executed four counterparts hereof, each of which shall be and constitute an original, one of
which shall be deposited in the archives of the department of state of the
Unites States, and one of which shall be forwarded to the governor of each
state.
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Done at the city of Santa Fe, state of New Mexico, this 6th day of
December, 1950.
/s/ JOHN H. BLISS

John H. Bliss
Commissioner for the State of New Mexico
/s/ E.V. SPENCE
E.V. Spence
Commissioner for the State of Texas
/s/ CLARENCE BURCH
Clarence Burch
Commissioner for the State of Oklahoma
APPROVED:
/s/ BERKELEY JOHNSON
Berkeley Johnson
Representative of the United States of America

